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San Diego and
Welcome to San
Diego's only
high-rise right on the
beach-just steps from
the sun-washed shores of the
sparkling blue Pacific. Welcome to
Capri by the Sea -luxurious
condominium accommodations for
deserving travelers.
At Capri you'll experience
magnificent ocean views from
spacious 1 or 2 bedroom condos.
It's your deluxe affardable
alternative to hotel living.
Capri by the Sea is perfect for all
your travel needs:
.
I A special vacation home for a
night, a week or a month
I A perfect retreat for busy
executives or a perk for
deserving employees
I Ideal for private business meetings
And Capri is
centrally located
to all the exciting

attractions of San Diego. Freeway
close to business districts, too.
Capri by the Sea has it all:
I Magnificent ocean views from
every suite
I 1 or 2 bedroom suites sleep up
to 5 persons
I Complete fully equipped kitchens
I Heated pool, spa and sauna
I Penthouse available
I Free underground parking

SPECIAL SUPERSAVER
"ESCAPE THE HEAT" RATES:
From $99 per night
From $530 per week
Rmes higher July & August

Space is limited- call today.
Rmes subjea to change.

For business or pleasure, call now
and get more out of your travel
dollar. Capri by the Sea- if you
stayed any closer
to the ocean,
you'd get wet.
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TO THE PUBLISHER

Citibank- setting the record straight

I wish to correct certain inaccuracies in the
April edition of your magazi ne. On page 7, you
describe how Citibank came to be located in
Nevada: "At the same time, through the purchase of a fa iling thrift, Citibank had slipped
in the back door and later set up a huge credit
card processing facility in So uthern Nevada ."
This statement is wrong in the fo llowing
particulars: First, Citibank did not "slip in the
back door" as you describe. A law was passed
in 1984 to permit the form ation of li mited
service banks in Nevada by bank holding
companies located in other states. Under this
1984 law, Citibank Nevada was chartered as a
limited service national bank on April 15,
1985, and began development of its credit card

operations as part of this limited serv ice bank.
The bank was limited service because the law
did not allow Citibank to compete with other
Nevada banks.
Second, in response to the 1985 fail ure of
All State Thrift in Las Vegas, the Nevada
Legislature passed a law granting full bank ing
powers to any entity that would acqu ire a
fa iled thrift . Citibank acqu ired All State Thrift
under this law on April 25, 1986, about a year
after it opened its credit card center. By virtue
of this acquisition, Citibank Nevada was allowed to operate branch banks and compete
with other banks in Nevada.
Therefore, your characterization that Citibank "slipped in the back door" is inaccurate.

In addition, your chronology is backwards,
Citibank first began its credit card center as a
limited service national bank, after which it
acquired the failed All State Thrift, not the
other way around. Parenthetically, Citibank
paid (as the only bidder) approximately $17
million dollars for the $4.5 million dollars of
All State's assets (a $ 12.5 million loss) in
order to help the All State depositors recover
their $21 million in deposits.
I trust this adequately clarifies the referenced errors in your article.
Very truly yours,
DAVID P. OLSON
Vice President and General Counsel

COVER PROFILE

R&R Landscaping
CREATING IMAGE THROUGH ENVIRONMENT
Drive around
Southern Nevada
these days and it
becomes apparent that the area's
explo.ding growth has inspired a
number of ambitious commercial
and residential development
projects. What becomes equally
apparent is the fact that when
developers invest millions on the
design and construction of major
properties, attractive landscaping
is a critical factor in enhancing
and promoting their assets.

By

L I N N

THOME
MICHAEL E. MEAGHER

O ne name that frequently surfaces when
discussing exterior design is R&R Landscaping, developed over the past II years by founder
Steve Rebeil. Voted three times as one of the
fastest growing top 500 companies by Inc.
magazine, R&R seems to accurately reflect
the area's fast-paced expansion. Headquartered in Las Vegas, R&R is the largest landscaping firm in Nevada, and, from all obvious
indications, business couldn ' t be better.
According to Dennis Wood, the firm's licensed landscape architect, "R&R is unique in
that it can provide complete turnkey exterior
construction, including both soft and hard
landscaping. By offering the ability to do both
6
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complete exterior construction and maintenance, a single phone call can take care of
everything. Obviously this makes life a lot
easier for our clients. "
Considering the fact that Las Vegas' population numbers over three-quarters of a million and that 4,500 new residents are moving
to the area each month, the impact is clear
where new construction is concerned. Approximately 31 ,500 building permits were
issued in 1989 valued at more than $2 billion,
an increase of 36.3 percent over 1988. For
R&R Landscaping, it ' s clearly a case of being
in the right business at the right time. But, as
with any service industry, unless the ability is

there to produce and deliver, even a strong
economy is no guarantee for success. Further,
without the ability to foresee the needs of the
future, sustaining that success is unlikely.
A landscape and irrigation contractor with
clientele throughout Southern and Northern
Nevada, R&R Landscaping' s main focus is on
projects such as new developments, golf
courses, condominiums, apartment complexes,
industrial parks, shopping centers, office buildings and, understandably, private residences.
General Manager Larry Brannon explains that
the company ' s strength lies in its ability to
offer complete service to developers from original design and bidding to construction and

Opposite page: Water conservation in
practice at Southwest Gas
Above left: Peccole Ranch Golf Course
Left: First Interstate Tower at Howard
Hughes Properties' Hughes Center
Above: Gold Coast Hotel and Casino

maintenance for virtually any size project.
To illustrate this, Brannon tells the following story: "A new golf course under construction required some irrigation work. Golf course
officials were anxious to get the work completed within ten days because a tournament
was scheduled. They called several local landscape firms, told them what they wanted, the
length of time involved and the scope of the
project. After calling around, they decided on

using our firm because we were able to assure
them that the work would be completed within
the required time frame. In fact, it was finished
within nine days.ln the construction business,
time is money. We 're well aware of this and
that 's where having a highl experienced staff
becomes vital ."
General Superintendent of Construction
Paul McKesson concurs, pointing out that
R&R 's staff of over 100 qualified employees

contributes significantly to the company's
success. "Not only that," he says, "we've been
able to pull together the best irrigation and
landscape foremen. These individuals are residents of Las Vegas who have from 13 to 20
years experience in commercial installation
work. This means a good level of production
that can meet the demands of the contractor. It
means a quality job. If you can't offer that, it's
quite possible your clients will not return."
Some projects with which R&R Landscaping has been involved include Howard Hughes
Summerlin, Palace Station, the Gold Coast,
Desert Shores, the Las Vegas Hilton, St. Tropez
apartments, the Las Vegas People Mover, the
Nellis Officers Club Dining Facility, the Coves
Town Homes, the Sports Club, Sahara Pavillion Shopping Center, Mar A Largo apartments, Riviera Hotel and Coronet Sparks.
Cliff Swan, director of construction for
Howard Hughes Properties, explains that
R&R's work for them at Summerlin includes
landscaping the Town Center Drive, the major
access to the 25,000-acre development, as
well as the landscaping on Interstate 95 leading into the property. They're also working on
the first residential village to be built there.
"They've done quite a bit of work for us and
AMP •
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Clocbvisefrom upper left: Paradise
Springs; Palace Station Hotel and Casino;
General Manager Larry Brannon on Town
Center Drive in 'Summer/in ; the Park Hotel
and Casino.
they ' ve done an excellent job," Swan says.
"We have a pretty intensive qualification process - that is, we pre-qualify contractors before we allow them to bid on a job for us. We
already knew of R&R through the maintenance work they ' re doing at FIB Tower and
through reputation, too, of course. The R&R
people are very flexible, very adaptable, and
they have an excellent attitude of cooperation.
Frankly, we ' re very happy with them ."
Because Las Vegas is currently leading the
nation in terms of population growth, legitimate concerns about possible water shortages
are causing both developers and local governmental officials to take a more serious look at
water conservation. As a result of these concerns, landscaping alternatives are undergoing greater scrutiny.
"When you mention desert landscaping,
most people form a mental picture of a stark,
barren area with a few cacti strategically placed
for 'interest' . Actually, we have a lot of plants
indigenous to the area that are very lush and
attractive," Wood explains. "We ' re using these
more and more often. Another thing, too, is
that fescue sod, which is quite popular here, is
one of the highest water users there is, so we try
to limit its use where we can. If you know what
you 're doing, there are some very effective
ways to conserve water without sacrificing
appearance. We feel that we have an obligation to try to lead our clients in this direction,
to show them the alternatives that are available
to them that will not only conserve water, but
save them money as well."
One thing that has given R&R a competitive
edge is the fact that to help ensure detailed,
accurate bidding, cost estimates and cost control, they now utilize advanced computer design and project management systems. One
such technological tool , Land Cad, is a computer-aided design system that facilitates a
problem-solving approach to the design of
outdoor space and can estimate the cost of
materials down to a cubic inch. And for better
scheduling and job tracking, R&R uses project
management software that can produce clear
time lines to let clients see the entire schedule
on a day-by-day basis. It also clearly defines
project steps right through completion.
Another point of pride, according to McKesson, is R&R 's use of a new state-of-theart product called Maxi System . Developed by
IBM, it is used for large-scale projects, such as
Desert Shores, to handle the automatic watering system . "It can accommodate up to 48 time
8
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clocks," he says, "and it has a ' weather station '
that monitors climatic changes. If it' s raining,
for example, the sprinkler system won ' t come
on. The computer also keeps track of how
many gallons of water are being used , which
helps in water management. These various
functions not only simplify the maintenance
aspect, they also help to conserve water."
Besides using these highl y sophisticated
tools, R&R Landscaping also performs preliminary soil analyses. Percolation tests determine how fast water is going to drain through
the soil so that over- and under-watering can
be avoided. Additionall y, tests are conducted
to determine soil alkalinity and so on. " By
doing this, our clients are assured that the job
we do for them will continue to look good,"
McKesson adds. " Obviously, then, it 's important that we take these measures."
While landscape design and installation
account for a large portion of their business,
R&R management feels that maintenance is
perhaps the key service they offer. Sterling
Rebeil, general superintendent of maintenance,

points out that without proper maintenance,
the client' s initial investment could be in jeopardy. For this reason, a well conceived technical and systematic approach to protect and
guarantee the successful outcome of all plant
material " is our firm ' s number one goal. "
According to Rebeil , the company is currently handling numerous maintenance accounts and the list keeps growing. Among
some of the properties for which R&R has
been doing this type of work are Howard
Hughes Summerlin, the FIB Tower, Spanish
Oaks and Painted Desert.
ln business for over a decade, R&R Landscaping certainly can boast that they ' ve been a
part of Las Vegas ' coming of age. With the city
sprawling out in every direction, Las Vegas.
once a dusty little stop between Sail Lake C i~
and Los Angeles, has become an attractive.
thriving metropolis . Ask the R&R people and
they will tell you that they're willing to acce ·
responsibility for at least a significant part o
it. "After all," smiles Wood, "we are a growthoriented business."
•
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Comfort is
in the eyes
(and hand and back)

of the siHer
by Murray E. Goodman

or most of this
century, the toll taken by unsupportive seating was not
too apparent. Most workers spent their time on their feet
working in primarily industrial or agricultural environments. How supportive achair is matters little if no one
sits in it. In the last several decades, however, workers
have shifted to an overwhelmingly sedentary lot.
Today , between 60-75 percent of all workers sit for the
majority of their working hours and with that change has
come evidence of the consequences of chairs that are not
ergonomically designed. At worst, workers with poor
chairs experience back pain and circulatory problems.
In the last two decades, as sedentary jobs have multiplied, absence from work due to back pain has increased
40 percent. Among sedentary workers, back ache is the
10
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most frequent body ache- more than twice as prevalent
as the second most frequent complaint.
Circulation problems have also increased. This is not
surprising when one considers that sitting on a hard flat
seat can result in pressure of85 to I 00 pounds per square
inch. Capillaries begin to restrict blood flow at only 20
pounds per square inch. At a minimum, workers who are
uncomfortable in their chairs are less productive. They
spend more time trying to be comfortable and less time
actually doing the tasks at hand. They make more trips to
the water cooler and look for other reasons to be away
from their desks.
In 1988, ten million cases of low back impairment
were documented in employed workers aged 18 to 64.
In 1987, 93 million recorded work days were lost due to
back pain. Impairment of the back and spine is the most
frequent cause of limiting activity in persons under 45.
Plus, low back pain is correlated more with variable
postures than with long-term sitting.
In these days of office chairs that promise to redistribute the load of your intervertebral disks, conform to your
lumbar curve and support your ischial tuberosities, it's
easy to lose sight of the fact that the purpose of a chair is

to make a person comfortable. A good chair design is
based on the premise that comfort comes in many forms ,
and not all of them have to do with your lower back . How
a chair looks, for example, affects your perception of its
comfort. Does a chair look like it will feel good to sit in?
Are its shapes and contours soft and inv iting? Does it
appear sturdy and stable enough to hold you securely?
Does the chair even look like a chair? Chairs that look
more like machines than pieces offumiture tend to make
us uncomfortable before we ever sit down . Our minds
draw an image associated with the word "chair." If the
seating device does not exhibit at least one or two of
those same visual properties, we ' re going to feel uneasy
about it from the start.
In 1966, Herman M iller Research Corporation. a
division of manufacturer Herman Miller, Inc., began to
consider "ergonomics" a key ingredient of successful
seating for the workplace. Some of the elements that they
researched were time lapse photography that showed
that people don ' t in fact sit still; interviews and study
with orthopedic and vascular specialists to identify the
stresses that sitting places on the human body, and how
it can be minimized; observations that identify patterns
of sitting behavior that can be linked to conversation and
reflection, reading, paperwork and computer or other
machine use; interviews with people abou t their attitudes
towards their work chairs: What makes them comfortable? What irks them? How do they use the adj ustments
their chairs are equipped with and much, much more.
The firm ' s studies revealed major design elements
essential to a comfortable office chair. The most important among these is the fact that a chair must support the
body in a variety of positions, because people don ' t and
shouldn ' t sit still while they work. A chair must provide
good lumbar support, contours that evenly distribute
weight loads , and edges that won ' t constrict blood flow,
while allowing people of many different sizes and shapes
to move freely from one sitting position to another.
Nevertheless, even when a chair supports you in all the
right ways and looks and feels comfortable for long periods of time, comfort is still an individual preference.
ext to sleeping, sitting is the activity that humans do
most. On the most-wanted list of comforts in the office,
a good chair is second only to adequate lighting. Both
men and women are equally affected by low back pain
problems. We must pay careful attention to the value that
a good chair provides to the individual worker and the
company that depends on that worker's we ll bei ng and
productivity.
•

The Ergon 2, sucessor to
the world's first ergon·
omicolly designed chair,
was chosen by Fortune
magazine as one of its
"Products of the Year"
for 1988. The chair is the
creation of Bill Stumpf
and manufactured by
Herman Miller, Inc.

Murray E. Goodman is president ofGoodmans, Inc .. one
of the largesT offi ce system dealers in The naTion. The
company represems more Than 300 major manufacturers. Goodmans maintains principal showrooms and service centers in Las Vegas , Phoenix, Den ver, Albuquerque
and Tu cson.
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One of the "Ten Best Designs of the Decode"
Bill Stumpf, the designer who initiated
the "ergonomic" revolution in chairs in
1976, likens the chair to a baseball glove.
"A baseball glove's shape conforms
perfectly to the baseball that will be caught
in it," he says. "A good chair, like a good
baseball mitt, should have a natural pocket
- a place to nestle, to feel as though
you ' re in the chair, not perched precariously on top of it."
Stumpf points out that "a good-looking
chair without proper seat contouring and
lumbar support can be uncomfortable and
detrimental to the user ' s health . On the
other hand, if a chair doesn't look comfortable , it very likely won't feel comfortable to the user."

of

all the thousands of new office
products created during the '80s, this Equa
chair (right) is the only one to make Time
magazine ' s "Ten Best Designs of the
Decade. " Time called it " handsome and
structurally innovative'.'
Designed for Herman Miller, Inc., by
Bill Stumpf and Don Chadwick, Equa
was created to fit any office task and any
worker without requiring complicated adjustments. The seat/back segment is a
single piece of molded glass-reinforced
polyester resin, ergonomically shaped to
fit the sitter. Equa ' s rounded, or "waterfall" seat edge prevents pressure on the
thighs, which can restrict blood flow.
The shell flexes in response to subtle
body movements, supporting the body in
almost any position. A special knee-tilt
mechanism keeps the sitter' s feet firmly
on the floor while leaning back.

12
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The Preferred Posture: ACloser Look
Research studies using time lapse pho-

relief, use of the preferred posture shown

tograph y have revealed a new work pos-

here makes good sense. It distributes a

ture relative to computer use that is not

person 's weight evenly on the floor, it

unlike the posture employed for driving

lessens the pressure on the buttocks, and it

an automobile. Technically referred to as

transfers a significant amount of weight

a posterior alignment, it has a semi-relaxed, less than verti cal orientation.

to the back rest.
All of this being the case, a person

As it 's not uncommon when usi ng a

should not si t at his or her desk for per-

computer to work for ex tended periods of

iods in excess of 20 minutes wi thout get-

time (from two to th ree hours) without

ting up and moving about.

50°/o
female
Head semi-erect,
balanced directly over
the center of gravity.

The face plane, hands
over the keyboard, and
elbows on the arm rest
form aslightly open or
obtuse triangle.

Torso semi-reclined to
the point where the
upper body weight can be
significantly transferred
to the back rest.

The torso to upper leg
should have an open
geometry in excess of 90
degrees. This relieves
tension on the hamstring
muscle.

Buttocks in the chair's
pocket, formed by the
lower back rest cavity and
contoured seat pan.

Lower leg slightly
extended to enhance
circulation.

Feet on the floor or
preferably on an
inclined plane.

Unrestricted space under the knee.
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Test Drive
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Choosing the right office chair may be
more important than you realize.
Have a seat and see

if your

chair passes this test .

......................................
Is your chair a serious seat? As we become a nation of information vendors , we spend more and more of our lives sitting
down. Three-quarters of the workers in America have sedentary jobs. And people who are doing work in bad office chairs
may be harming their health, not just their ability to concentrate. When you try out an office chair, use this test to check for
comfort and sound design.

14
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CAN YOU GIVE IT AGOOD SHAKE?

CAN YOU SIT UP STRAIGHT?
That's what your mother always told you
to do. The point is, can you? Does the chai r
.•
support your lower back? Can you sit
., '· ;;:-_~ up straight- and comfo rtably ffll)~ without hav ing to .hold yourself in th at
~: ·
posl!wn? The chair should help do the
work of keeping your spine straight.

:':.

4-=;;

CAN YOU KEEP YOUR FEET ON THE FLOOR?
Another maternal favorite. ow lean back. Are your feet sti ll
flat on the fl oor? If they are, your weight is being distri buted
properly in the chair, and it helps circul ati on. The chair should
not bring your feet off the flo or. Does the seat pan press hard
against the backs of your thighs, or is it comfortable?

When yo u move around in the chair,
does anything rattle? Do you
fee l like you' re going to end
up on the flo or? A chair
should be as well made as a
good automobi le - go
ahead and give the tires a
good kick, figu ratively
speaking. Take a look at the
materials used in maki ng the
chair, too. You can generall y tell if
any shortcuts have been taken in manufacturing.

CAN YOU CONCENTRATE?
ow pull the chai r up to a work surface
and imag ine you' re in your office.
Lean over a pad of notes
you' re studying. Pick up the
phone, lean back, and talk to
someone. Cross your legs .
Pu t your feet up, if you ever
do that when you're thinki ng through
a probjem. Imagi ne talking to someone
across the desk. Does the chair respond to all these different
movements? In any posture, does the chair restrict you?

CAN YOU OPERATE IT?
If the height of the chair isn ' t
right, there should be a
way of adjusting it. If
there isn' t, walk away
while you can still
walk at all. If there is,

CAN YOU IGNORE IT?
CAN IT FIT?

dig into you r sides or your legs? Does
the chair accommodate the size of
_vw

Ovl.ryr l'i"nl-c <-lhni ·mmt~· yvu·

uncomfortable at this stage,
imagine what it will feel like after
eight hours. Or eight years.

·
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!).;'
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,.,...,...

~~ ~\,_,.i
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\ ~ T ff~·\)
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ow that you've thought
about the chair, stay in it
a httle longer - and
_
don' t think about it. The
acid test of an office chair
is this: Can you forget about it?
Is it so comfortable and efficient
Llhn· yuu· uUrr ht.Nto Ltf Llhinhn:lutn·
~
changing positions or adjusting it?
The best chair is the one you can
take for granted.

• ""

You wouldn't waste your money on a shirt
if the sleeves were too short. An office
chai r is a much larger investment, and it

I t>fA!

r IJlI

A HEALTHY ATTITUDE TOWARD DESIGN
A good chair should be good f or your health. Prior to the
study of ergonomics in chair design, bad chairs were wreaking havoc on people's health. Chairs can cause orthopedic
problems when the spine isn' t supported properly . Other
research points up the fa ct that thrombophlebitis - blood
clots in the veins of the legs- can result directly from sitting

on a chair with a hard seat pan, because it restricts the flow
of blood in the upper legs. A good chair is one that not only
f eels comfo rtable, hut is designed to alleviate these kinds
of problems. Th e body doesn't lie: Any chair that fee ls bad
immediately is one that should be avoided in the long run ,
f or ve1y healthy reasons.

HERMAN M ILLER. INC.
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DESIGN INNOVATION:
The Piretti Chair
Collection,
Systems Wall,
System 3000, &
Stance Seating
by S. G. Cooley

Pireui Sled Base Stack Chair

T he chairs af the decade - sit and the pressure
of your weight is calculated/ adjusting the tension on
seat and back as you glide forward and lean backward.
This is not a custom recliner/ it is astackable commercial
chair designed for the lecture halt the cafeteria - all
the places where we expect to sit in impatience and
discomfort. Manufactured in Wisconsin/ the comfort of
this chair is crafted in Italy.
16
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The Piretti Chair Collection by Krueger International
makes its American debut this year, showcased in Chicago. Like so many other Piretti designs targeted for
commercial production, certain of these model chairs are
destined to become museum classics.
Giancarlo Piretti is the most internationally recognized name in industrial design . From the Bologna, Italy
studios of the artist-engineer come the articulating chairs
that slide forward and lean back in one easy motion,
replicating the natural human response when seated the impulse to sit back and relax . The collection of chairs
from Piretti 's drawing board includes models for managerial and executive use, as well as secretarial chairs and
the stacking chairs for institutional application. Following the success ofthe famous Vertebra chair (winning the
IBD Gold Medal in 1977 and the SMAU prize), Krueger
International is confident the public will again appreciate
the ergonomic engineering and Italian elegance of the
Bologna artist 's creations.

ompleme~ting

(
the innovation of the
Piretti Collection, Krueger is introducing Systems Wall, the first new wall treatment in 20
years that combines the movable characteristics of panel systems with the structural integrity of integral wall construction. Glass modules and transoms lend a light aesthetic to the
panels and doors executed in steel, wood, and
custom fabrication.
The unitized construction of Systems Wall
permits installation that connects to ceiling
grids without leaving a scratch, and it comes
engineered with a telescopic adjustment that
allows for building irregularities. Concealed
vertical posts between panels are designed to
accommodate the components of other furniture systems, and the 40 STC rating ensures a
quiet, serene office station in the setting of a
corporate tempest.

The

age of specialization within the administrative departments of corporate operations has created a demand for office modules
that address individual needs. Accordingly,
the environmental attributes of office stations
today must accommodate the expertise of administrative technicians.
System 3000 by Krueger International, is a
furniture system recently introduced to offer
flexibility in office configuration while maintaining the highest standards in design continuity. First embraced by the health care professions , System 3000 is now reaching a
broader corporate audience as its adaptability
and distinctive contemporary lines meet the
requirements and exceed the expectations of
workers in private offices, reception areas and
conference centers. Engineered for individual
or networked computer systems, the work
surfaces, panels and storage capabilities of the
3000 line are user-specific, creating microenvironments that increase productivity and
articulate the corporate image.

Systems Wall
Stance Seating Stackahle Chair

System 3000

E

legance, distinction, and comfort- the
ideals of haute couture meet the market for
institutional seating in Stance, one of Krueger
International's new stackable chairs. With or
without arms, the frame bears the simple lines
of Eastern design. The polypropylene frame is
lightweight and uncomplicated, allowing stackable storage with minimal effort.
•
S.C. Cooley is a sales assistant for Fielden
Business Interiors in Las Vegas.
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The Fax about Xerox

A

series of multi-functionol, personol facsimile

machines intended primarily for use in small businesses
and home offices, and backed by on exclusive guarantee was announced recently by Xerox Corporation.
The Xerox 72 Personal Fax Series is the first line of
Xerox fax products available through retail marketing
channels. They are the smallest, lightest and lowestpriced facsimile machines ever offered by Xerox in its 26
years in the facsimile industry .
The 72 series consists of the Xerox 7220, 7240 and
7260 Personal Fax machines. All three are portable
desktop units that serve as facsimile transceivers, con18
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venience copiers and full-function telephones. To eliminate the need for separate telephone lines, all three units
contain integrated, telephone handsets as standard features. These can be used for either sending and receiving
facsimile messages, or for voice conversation. A voicerequest feature allows the sender to signal the recipient
that a conversation is desired at the concl usion of the fax
transmi sian eliminati ng the need for a second call.
All transmissions made by the 72 Series are covered
by the exclusive Xerox Transmission Guarantee. Under
the term of the guarantee. Xerox will pay $5 per transmission if a document is not received by a working
CCITT Group 3 Xerox or non-Xerox facsimile unit, up
to a maximum of 20 incidents per transmitting machine.
To funher a ure users th at their documents have
been delivered. the Xerox 7260 Personal Fax unit produces end confirmation reports, which verify receipt of

documents, and provide the time, date, number of pages and te lephone number of the fax
transmission.
"We're introducing the 72 Series to address
the rapidly growing small-business and homeoffice markets," said Jeffery C. Fisher, manager, facs im ile product marketing for Xerox.
"These firms tend to have I 0 to 20 employees,
and want to buy reputable, trusted brands,
primarily through retail channels. "
Xerox studies have found that people in
small businesses and home offices want high
quality and re liability, and want to use their fax
equipment to communicate quickly and
economically. "The 72 Series is specifically
designed to meet those requirements," Fisher
said. "These fax products did exceptionally
well in Xerox qua lity-ass urance tests designed
to simulate five years of customer usage.
"Xerox has a longstanding reputati.on for
producing high-quality, well-tested products
that meet the tough standards of large companies," ' he said. " Now we ' re bringing that same
level of quality and re li abi lity to small businesses and home offices."

T he Xerox 7220 Personal Fax features a
fi ve-page automatic document feede r, whic h
frees the user to perform other tasks while a
multiple-page document is being sent or copied. It also has a port that accepts a telephone
answering device so that unattended, incoming voice calls can be recorded .
The 7220 can copy , receive or send documents to other CCITT Group 2 or Group 3
facsimile machines in as little as 25 seconds. It
is equipped with automatic contrast control for
ustained, superior document quality, even
when sending or receiv ing, or copying difficult -to-read originals, such as pencil notes or
documents on colored paper. The 7220 prints
on a 98-foot roll of thermal paper in either
tandard or fine resolution.
The telephone handset on the 7220 allows
fo r the speed-dialing of up to ten freq uently
called facsimi le or voice telephone numbers.
A convenient redial key can be pressed as
often as necessary when reaching busy signa ls, virtually eliminating the possibility of
misdialing. The Xerox 7220, which became
available in May, is designed primarily for
home businesses or personal use. It is intended
fo r up to I 00 transactions per month.

T he Xerox 7240 Personal Fax has all the
features of the 7220, plus additional capabilities. It features ten one-touch buttons on its
control panel. Each button can be programmed
with a telephone number, and then a fax can be
sent to that number by a touch of the appropriate button. In addition, 60 telephone numbers
can be stored in memory. With both of these
features , the 7240 will automatically redial a
busy telephone number. The telephone hand set on the 7240 can also speed-dial ten fre quently called telephone numbers.
The unit is able to scan and print images
with gray tones , enabling high-quality reproduction of photographs, logos and diagrams.
A 40-character liquid-crystal di splay guides
the user through all operations. The 7240 is
intended for up to 300 transactions per month.
It will be avai lable in the third quarter of 1990.

h e Xerox 7260 Personal Fax features a
speed-dialing capability that performs an alphabetic search for programmed telephone
numbers. This enables the user to review as
many as 50 names stored in the machine ' s
memory by entering the associated first letter
on the operator keypad. Once the desired name
is located , a user instructs the machine to dial
the number automatically.
To facilitate the dual use of the telephone
handset, an automatic answering del ay feature
is ·included. When activated, the automatic
start of a facsimile receipt is delayed so a user
can answer the call and determine whether it is
for fax or conversation. Users can select from
four to 12 rings for this purpose.
The 7260 fe atures an automatic document
feeder, capable of accepting up to ten pages, an
automatic paper cutter that cu ts a received
document to the length of the original, an auto
redial for busy fa x numbers, and the ability to
scan and print images with gray tones for highquality reproduction of photos and artwork. It
also includes de layed send, a feature that programs transmissions to save on long-distance
charges by calling when rates are lower.
The transmission speed of the 7260 is 29
seconds per page. It is compatible with CCITT
Group 3 machines. It holds a 164-foot roll of
therma l recording paper.
The Xerox 7260 is designed for small businesses and is intended for 300 to 500 transactions per month.
•

"SWAT"
BUG KILLERS INC.

Over 23 Years Experience

RESIDENTIAL- COMMERCIAL
BLACK WIDOWS
TICK CONTROL
CRICKETS
SILVERFISH
RODENTS

GOPHERS
ANTS
PIGEONS
ROACHES
BEES

SAFE FOR CHILDREN AND PETS
LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

CALL NOW FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
ALL AREAS SAME PRICE

871-9900
"EVERYTHING WE
TOUCH TURNS
TO GOLD."
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COMPUTER
SYSTEM COSTS

By Dr. Brian Penney

N

oquestion about it: those prices inthe com-

puter ads look better all the time, don't they?
Well, they're only half the story.
The total cost of any computer system, no matter how
big or how small , is far more than its up-front purchase
price. Before you decide that a particular computer is for
you, you' ll have to explore the operational costs. Otherwise, there 's a good chance you'll be unpleasantly surprised once your new system arrives at the office.
Post-purchasecosts are influenced by the type of computer system and its intended use - business or personal
-but the following operational costs apply to all computer systems: user training; maintenance; upgrades;
AMP •
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backup and power conditioners; and communications.
User training is the most critical post -purchase consideration. A good training program is one of the wisest
investments a business manager can make. Users who
don 't understand how the computer hardware and software work are going to be frustrated, and you'll have a
disaster on your hands. Most employees will avoid using
the system . Those who do use it will spend far too much
time trying to accomplish simple tasks.
There are many easy-to-use and helpful sources of
computer tra ining - formal programs, instructional
books and even computer magazines.
Second. don ' t forget that, as with other major purchases, things can go wrong after the warranty period expires. Think of a maintenance contract for your computer
system as a type of business insurance. Without one,

PHOENIX
LAW
you ' ll be paying for work as
help protect against corrupBUZZWORD tion or loss of important init is done on a time-andmaterials basis. Which apformation in the event of a
proach you prefer depends
variety of mishaps.
This term was coined Some of those mishapslargely on how critical the
computer system is to your
by combining the for example, loss of power,
business and how long you
or even accidentally unwords 11 binary" and plugging the computer can comfortably get along
not only can result in the
without it.
11
digit 11 to represent information in loss of data, but can damUpgrades are a third postpurchase consideration. As
aform that acomputer can under- age the computer system
itself. A range of power
technology advances and the
stand. The term 11 bps" means 11 bits supplies are available to
requirements of your business change, you ' ll likely
the power
per second" and measures how "condition"
want to upgrade the system's
which your computer rehardware or software. For
fast information is transmiHed to, ceives. These power supplies provide important
example, if you started out
from or between computers. Ta- functions , from protecting
with floppy disk drives, the
addition of a hard disk drive
the computer against damday's computer experts left ordi- age
may be desirable. Or, you
from power spikes, to
may want to upgrade to a
nary bps in the dust long ago. actually providing power
fas ter processor. Color
for a predetermined period
Today, they're talking in terms of in order to save information
monitors and graphics capability are also becoming
kilobits (thousands}, megabits (mil- at risk in the advent of a
power outage.
popular enhancements to
iions], gigabits (biiiions/ even Last, consider whether
business computer systems.
you'll want to use external
Software changes , too.
terabits per second (trillions, just databases
Vendors regularly issue new
like The Source
versions of software packor Down Jones News. If so,
like the federal budget}.
ages, and they often charge
every user who wants access to the database will
a fee for the new functions
which the improved packages offer. Also, as
need a modem. In addition, you ' ll pay a servyou and other system users in your organizaice fee to the company that provides the datation become more familiar with the system's
base and may incur telephone line charges if
capabilities, different software packages will
you need to dial outside your local calling area.
become relevant to carrying out day-to-day
A computer system can be a valuable busibusiness tasks. Further, depending on the softness tool , if it' s used correctly and to its full
potential. To do this, business managers must
ware package, your hardware may have to be
evaluate costs and benefits incurred after the
upgraded to be able to use it.
ext, consider whether your business can
purchase as carefully as they weigh the purafford to lose the information that is stored in
chase price itself.
•
your computer system, regardless of whether
it uses a hard disk drive or a floppy disk drive.
If you can afford to lose it, you ' re one in a
Brian Penney , PhD , is director of technology
and planning for Ganda/f Technologies , a
million . The overwhelming majority of businesses demand that computer-stored data be
leading international designer, manufacturer
and marketer of computer communications
protected . This means , at a minimum, making
systems with U.S . headquarters in Wheeling ,
an additional copy of the data on separate
lll. He joined Gandalf in 1984 as director of
''backup" disks each time changes are made.
design strategy, and has more than 20 years'
Businesses that create large amounts of data
experience in communications and informamay find that making backup disks is too timetion technology development and application.
onsuming and opt instead for a backup sysHis career includes fi ve years with the Uni vertem. Backup systems copy all the information
sity of London , where he lectured on computer
lored in the computer onto tapes or cartridges ,
science. He holds a bachelors degree in physand they do it much faster than is possible
ics and a doctorate in high energy nuclear
ing individual backup disks.
physics, both fro m the Uni versity of London.
Whatever backup method you choose will
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REAL ESTATE NOTES

MAINTAINING POSITIVE BROKER RELATIONS
A key asset for many businesses
by Judi Woodyard

Wth

Nevada' s real estate market continuing to become more complex - and competitive - land owners/developers and office,
retail and industrial tenants are recognizing
the increasing importance of maintaining
stable, long-term relationships with commercial real estate brokers.
While commercial and industrial real estate activity is on the rise, developers and
tenants are still finding it more and more
difficult to sign new leases, to close new deals
and to re-finance loans as the market becomes
increasingly convoluted. The possibilities for
a landlord to attract a new tenant or for an
office user to "move-up" to upgraded faciliti es may be lost if either fail to identify the opportunities often hidden within the intricate
real estate web being spun by Nevada's development community.
Discerning the viable options within this
complex lattice work and subsequently presenting them to clients is what a good brokerage firm does best. Even if a business believes
its association with a broker is for a one-time
situation only, sustaining an on-going relationship with real estate agents significantly
enhances a company 's ability to seize unforeseen opportunities and to tap into the wealth of
knowledge and resources at the disposal of a
brokerage house.

A Lookout for
Market Opportunities
B ecause they are apprised of current market
conditions, brokers can serve as "lookouts" for
their clients by constantly surveying the commercial and industrial community.
Through this important third-party viewpoint, land owners/developers and tenants are
not only kept informed of what's happening in
the overall business arena but are also kept up
to date on how given market conditions and
situations may affect their firm.
For instance, brokers can provide a de-

22
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veloper of an office building specific details
about his competitor' s project, including particulars such as asking price versus quoted
price. This information helps the developer
during tenant negotiations si nce he has a better
understanding of the types of lease agreements
being signed and has a clearer idea of what he
can do to enhance his bargaining strategy.
A brokerage house also serves as an excellent resource and database for simply keeping
up with the area' s general market and development activity. The best agents typically provide clients with periodic follow-up phone
calls , announcement materials, newspaper
artic les and other information pieces to help
keep clients abreast of important or interesting
trends, changes and the like.

Handling Multiple Deals

A

solid relationship with a brokerage house
is especially important for developers with
multiple projects or tenants with multi-locational needs.
Once a team of brokers cons ummates its
first deal on behalf of a client, the research and
preparation time for subsequent - and oftentimes similar- transactions or agreements is
substantially reduced. These real estate agents
will also be much more cognizant of the land
owner/developer' s or tenant's needs and will
be more attuned to each other' s business objectives and operational structure and styles.
Additionally, brokers who handle multiple
deals often have more clout and can push for
the hardest bargain since they are intimately
familiar with their client and know what assets
and selling points they can effectively bring to
the negotiating table.

The Real Estate Experts
Another important reason for establishing
long-term associations with a brokerage house

is that a business can typically tap the expertise
of individual agents without having to pay
professional fees or commissions.
A tenant wish ing to re-lease or re-finance
his office faci lity can seek cons ultation from
their brokers who have the expertise and experience to guide businesses through the maze of
leasing agreements and financing contracts.
Smart brokers provide clients this type of
advice pro bona in an effort to foster positive
client relations and to build the mutual trust
that can eventually be carried over to the next
project or deal.

Saving Start-Up Time
Rrhaps the most important reason for a
business to maintain an on-going relationship
with its brokerage firm is the virtual elimination of the initial, often time-consuming, courtship between the company ' s executives and
the real estate agents.
Commonly referred to as the "warm-up" or
"start-up" time, this is the period in which the
players become acclimated with one another,
begin to develop an understanding of each
other' s needs and, above all, establish the
strong base of trust necessary to successfully
do business.
Working with a brokerage house over a long
period of time, assuming its agents provide
excellent service, not only sustains a certain
comfort level for a firm ' s executives, but also
enhances the brokers' ability to get up to speed
quickly on new projects, especially those which
have a short fuse.
•

Judi Woodyard is vice president of Burke
Commercial Real Estate and managing partner of its Las Vegas office. A regional commercial, industrial and in vestment real estate
brokerage firm based in Orange County,
has offices located in Las Vegas as well as ·
Irvine , Orange and Riverside, California.

EMPL OYER

SERVICE

NEVADA BUSINESS SERVICES
Awin-win situation for employers and employees
by Linn Th ome
W-en Lloyd Gardley, vice president
and general manager of Food Giant, needed
orne additional employees, a phone call to
evada Business Services resolved his recruitment problems.
A non-profit firm , evada Business Services ( BS) helps local businesses by providing a full range of personnel services including
advertising, recruitment, background screening and aptitude and special interest testing.
Wh at ' s more, NBS offers both off and on-site
training programs to prepare new employees
for the challenges awaiting them and, to
weeten the deal, NBS will pay up to 50 percent of those costs, including salaries, through
the Job Training Program Employment Act.
" Basically, what we're doing is providing
ol utions to problems encountered both by the
business community and those who are, for
one reason or another. unemployed," explains
:"ffiS Sales and Marketing Representative
Joan Hirsch. " It 's a very exciting program
that' s having a tremendously positive impact
on this community. "
According to Hirsch, the primary role of
:"ffiS is to develop jobs for the economically
handicapped, though they do help participants
in other ways with their support services. "We
had two women apply recently, both of whom
were destitute," she says . "They didn ' t even
have money enough for gas to get to a job if
!hey had one. We helped them with that and
ai o with child care services . We then talked to
Food Giant and the two were hired almost
immediately. Of course, there was training
involved and we helped with that, too.
'·This is what we ' re all about," she continues, "helping people, helping the community.
Were it not for this program, these women
would very likely be on welfare. Today,
however, they're both successfully employed,
both contributing, tax-paying members of
society. To me, it ' s a win-win situation."
After job candidates are assessed and tested
for their interests and abilities, NBS counsela may recommend classroom training to
lp them develop and enhance their skills if

it ' s necessary. In Las Vegas, for example,
NBS contracts with such educational entities
as Clark County Community College, Las
Vegas Business College and The Learning
Center to provide training to those participants
who need some extra preparation before entering the work force.
Rosemary Ensign, representative for The
Learning Center' s Career School, explains
that they offer a ten-week course that covers
business math, business English, professional
development, job campaigning and hands-on
computer training with DOS , Word Perfect
5.0, Lotus 3-Plus and dBase 3-Plus. "Our
graduates are ready to work. They ' re welltrained," she says. "Consequently, we feel
quite confident in offering placement service.
Once they ' ve completed our course, we try to
help them in every way we can to secure
employment. What this means is that the NBS
people attending The Learning Center receive
job leads not only from BS itself, but from
us. They then have that added advantage, which
so far has been very successful."
NBS Sales and Marketing Division Manage·r Sharlene Mason points out that while
NBS does provide assistance in helping the
chronically unemployed, they also have a
significant number of highly skilled professionals who have lost their jobs. When Centel
recently transitioned out of the long distance
business, for example, their entire fraud department was eliminated. In other cases, workers have been terminated because of plant
closures, job obsolescence due to technological advances or other similar misfortunes.
"Some of these individuals are your nextdoor neighbors," Mason says. "In many cases,
they've not only lost their jobs, but their retirement, as well. So, it can be a pretty upsetting
experience for them . Through EDW A, the
Economic Dislocated Workers Adjustment Assistance Act, we are able to help them get relocated into other meaningful positions . ln some
instances, they can move right into another
job, but frequently they need to be trained. One
thing that"s ery helpful to us is the fact that

both the state and the Department of Labor
provide us with forecasts as to what the upcoming demand jobs will be. Because of this
and also due to the fact that we stay in close
communications with business and industry
here in the state, we are able to train many of
these people to accommodate their emerging
labor needs."
The benefits to business are, of course,
obvious. By providing centralized, direct access to a varied and extensive workforce from
entry-level personnel to skilled, experienced
supervisors, managers and line staff, there's a
savings of both time and money. There is also
the fact that many of the services NBS provides involve no cost to the employer. Also, in
addition to being reimbursed for all or part of
a new employee ' s training, including salary,
the employer may well be eligible to receive
funds to acquire equipment, materials and
other supplies related to the training of that
employee. And, for those businesses requiring
such assistance, NBS has multilingual and
multi-cultural employees available.
"The unfortunate thing," Hirsch says, "is
that many businesses still aren ' t aware of our
presence or the many services we provide.
While word's certainly getting around, we're
.working hard to let them know we ' re a valuable resource."
Phar-Mor, Gold Bond Ice Cream, Kidd &
Company and Food Giant are but a few of the
Las Vegas businesses who have taken advantage of NBS' services, some hiring as many as
110 new employees at a time.
"Food Giant's owners, Dan and Dean Reagles, have been impressed with NBS in every
way," Gardley says. " In fact, we've had a good
number of NBS people who have come to
work for us, entered our employee training
program and worked their way up to some key
management positions. We feel that they've
been real assets. For this reason, when we do
have job openings, we always get in touch with
NBS . They have certainly always been helpful
and, also, we feel that it's a way for us to give
something back to the community."
•
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Especially for one person like yourself
who's trying to do the work of three.
And especially for so many of the needy
young people in this country who
want to work this summer, but can't
find jobs.
So why not do something that will be
beneficial to you. Something that will
be beneficial to your business. Something
that will help the needy youth of this
country. And something that will help the
community you live in, too.
Hire one or two of the thousands of
young disadvantaged people looking for
work this summer. And let them put their
muscles and minds to work for you.

Putting them to work will not only
help your business now, but will help these
disadvantaged people get jobs in the
full-time labor force later on.
Hiring them can also help you in another
very important way. Because you may
get as much as an 85% tax credit on the
first $3,000 in wages you pay to one of
these summer employees.
For further information, write the
ational Alliance of Business at
PO. Box 7207, Washington, D.C. 20044.
And support your local summer-jobs-foryouth programs.
Make living in the summertime easy.
For you. And everybody else, too.

LET'S GET ALL OF AMERICA WORKING AGAIN.

m

A PUBLIC SERVICE
OF THIS PUBLICATION & • I
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SPEAKING

FOR

NEVADA

Everyone who does business in .

Nevada Means Business

Nevada sooner or later comes

Secretary of State Frankie Sue Del Papa

in contact with the secretary
of state's office. Aconcerted
effort has been made, at least
over the last two decades, to
make Nevada an attractive
place in which to do business
and a very favorable state in
which to incorporate.

Over the last four years, everyone in the
office of the secretary of state has worked
hard to modernize our delivery of services,
and in doing so, we have moved from the
"Age of Federal Express" to the "Age of the
Fax Machine." This office still receives
hundreds and hundreds of Federal Express
deliveries weekly. However, people no
longer ask, "Do you have a fax machine?"
Instead, the question is, "What is your fax
number?" Updated equipment has helped us
provide better, quicker service.
The most appreciated new feature that the
secretary of state's office has implemented
is our ~pecial service, also referred to as
the "Expedite" service. For a small fee, the
Expedite service allows us to guarantee
same-day, or 24-hour, service. In the
business world, time is money . By cutting
our turnaround time, we help Nevada
businesses be more competitive.
Another feature we offer is called a trust
account, which permits an individual or
company to deposit with us funds that can
then be drawn upon for the following
services: copies of documents, certification
of documents, certificates, UCC information
requests, expedite fees, research and
shortages on submitted filing fees. This
convenience reduces the number of
documents we would have to return unfiled

due to incorrect fees . It saves you time and
money. Any entity that does $50 per month
in business with us should definitely
consider a trust account. For more information on establishing a trust account, please
contact the accounting division of the
secretary of state's office.
The hints below should be posted to help
make certain your transactions with the three
most active divisions of the secretary of
state 's office go as smoothly as possible:
Corporate Registration:
I) Notarize signatures.
2) Enclose correct filing fee.
3) Send original documents when
requested to do so. (Send correct
number of photocopies when so
requested.)
4) Include names and addresses of
corporate directors.
5) Verify that the corporate name is not
already in use.
Status:
I) Make checks payable to: Secretary of
State. (Please remember to sign
checks.)
2) An officer or resident agent must sign
the form.
3) A change of resident agent or of the
agent's address must be made on the
proper form.
4) Complete the entire document.
5) Enclose correct filing fee.
Uniform Commercial Code:
I ) Debtor name must agree with the
debtor name on record.
2) Addresses must be provided.
3) File numbers must be correct.
4) Enclose correct filing fee.
5) Include all attachments.
Our telephone numbers are:
Status Inquiries only: 1-800-274-2754
Filings - new corporations: 687-5203
Status Inquiries: 687-5105
If there is an emergency or crisis
situation, do not be afraid to pick up the
phone and let us know. Ask to speak to
me me or Cyndy Woodgate, our corporations deputy.
Finally, please remember that Nevada is
still small enough to be able to deliver personalized attention. The people who work in
this office pride themselves on friendly,
efficient and economical service. We know
and believe that "Nevada means business,"
and that we are here to serve you.
•
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TAX

TIPS

by Richard Chulick

The irrevocable life insurance
trust is a popular estate planning
technique which, when properly
drafted and implemented, can
accomplish various long-term
financial objectives without

Using Life Insurance Trusts
in Estate Planning

creating a drain on current net
worth. Included among the
objectives are those techniques
which can:
- Establish a source of liquid
funds for an estate
- Provide income for surviving
family members
- Decrease probate and administrative costs
- Reduce potential estate taxes
-Create a vehicle for managemen1 of assets

- Utilize and leverage the
annual gift tax exclusion.

C reation and Funding of the Trust
An irrevocable life insurance trust is created
during the grantor' s lifetime. Existing life insurance policies on the life of the grantor may
be transferred to the trust. However, if the
grantor dies within three years of transfer, the
insurance proceeds will be included in the
grantor' s taxable estate.
Therefore, having the trust purchase a new
insurance policy on the grantor' s life is the
preferable means of funding the trust. New
policies purchased by the trust are not subject
to the three-year waiting period, provided the
grantor had no control or ownership of the
policy before or after the purchase. The grantor usually will transfer cash to the trust, which
the tru stee will use to purchase the insurance
policy on the grantor' s life. The grantor generally will also make annual contributions to the
trust" which are used to pay future premiums.
D eath of Grantor
Upon the grantor' s death, the tru st receives

G ift Tax Considerations
Since the trust must be irrevocable to avoid
inclusion of these assets in the grantor' s estate,
the transfer of assets, including life insurance
policies, to the trust constitutes a taxable gift to
the trust beneficiaries. The gift tax is based on
the fair market value of the assets contributed
to the trust. To qualify for the annual $ 10 ,000
gift tax exemption, the gift must be considered
a present interest. Since the beneficiaries of
the tru st do not receive any benefit from the
trust until the grantor dies, the contribution of
assets or insurance policies to the trust does not
constitute a present interest gift, and therefore
does not qualify for the gift tax exemption.
To avoid paying gift tax or using the unified
credit for trust contributions, the tru st beneficiaries should be given a limited right to withdraw the value of the assets transferred to the

the death benefit proceed~ frorn the

tiu>t ""'"''' yc<11. Tlii> l"uuitcu 1igln i> ""'':umr-~

in~urancc

company, while the grantor ' s remaining assets
pass to his or her estate. The estate assets are
administered in accordance with the decedent ' s will, while the administration and operation of the trust is dictated by the trust
document. This document should allow the
tru stee to make loans to or purchase assets
from the estate. This can provide the estate
with additional liquid assets to support the
surviving fami ly members or pay admin istrati ve costs and estate taxes.

T rust Termination
The tru st assets can be distributed directly to
the trust beneficiary, after the termination of
the trust income to an income beneficiary
(usuall y the surviving spouse) for life, and
26
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after di stribution of the principal to residual
beneficiaries (usually the grantor's children)
upon the income beneficiaries ' death.

plished by including "Crummey Powers" (
phrase derived from a famous court case) in
the trust document. The inclusion of thi s language will allow trust contributions, generall_
used to pay annual insurance premiums, to
qualify for the annual gift tax exemption. The
trust beneficiaries should not exercise their
withdrawa l rights, otherwise they would be
defeating the objective of leveraging the annua l gift tax exemption.
These are just some thoughts to conside Your tax advisor and attorney can pro ide
more detailed information and should be consulted before any action is taken.
•

Richard Chulick is a tax partner with the firM
Deloitte & Touche.

PERSONAL FINANCE
by Jay Goldinger

Mutual funds have been the
focus of numerous questions in

Mutual Funcl Lineup

recent months. Readers want
to know what the many mutual
funds in the marketplace have
Q. What exactly is a mutual fund ?

to offer the individual investor
- what are the red and green
flags and how to make their
investment dollar work the
hardest for them. Here are just
a few of the points to keep in
mind when you're considering
a mutual fund for part of your
investment portfolio.

A. The Dictionary of Finance and In vestment Terms by John Downes and Jordan
Goodman (Barron's Educational Series, Inc.)
states that an investment company operates a
mutual fund by raising money from shareholders and investing it in stocks, bonds, options ,
commodities or money market securities.

Q. Are there different types of mutual
funds?
A. There are two principal types of mutual
funds - closed-end and open-end - most of
wh ich are found in the latter category. Shares
of closed-end funds are often listed on the
stock exchanges and are traded at a price
dictated by investor demand for the security,
just like a stock. Unlike closed-end funds
which have a fixed number of shares avai lable
to trade in the marketplace, open-end funds
create new shares on demand as investors
deposit money for purchasing shares. The
prices of open-end funds are dictated by the net
asset value (assets divided by the number of
shares) and their asset val ue changes daily
depending on the appreciation or depreciation
of the underlying assets.
Q. What is the difference between load and
no-load funds? Which pelforms better?

A. A no-load fund is one that imposes no
sales charge or load on its shareholders at the
time of purchase or sale of their shares. Those
shares are purchased directly from the mutual
fund company rather than through a brokerage
as is done for a load fund. If you are looking at
a mutual fund that is listed in the financial
pages of your newspaper and want to find out
if it is a no-load fund, look at the quotes given
for its net asset value, the market price and the

offer price. If these numbers are the same, the
fund is a no-load.
A load fund imposes a sales charge of as
much as 8.5 percent of invested funds at the
time of purchase (for a front-end load fund) or
at the time of sale (for a back-end load fund).
There has never proven to be any correlation
between higher loads and loftier returns. In
fact, conversely, since load funds pay their expenses directly from the income generated
within the fund, those fees diminish the
amount of money which can be channeled to
investors in the form of coupons or dividends.
Therefore, it makes more sense to invest in a
no-load fund than to spend part of your investment dollar paying fees to the fund itself.
Q. I' ve heard that no-load funds do have
some hidden fees. What are these , and how can
I find out if a fund has them ?

A. The costs you are referring to are " 12-b l
fees " which are hidden charges in many noload funds that are used to promote sales of
those funds - in other words, advertising
costs. They are usually no more than 1.5 percent and are deducted before the fund calculates its total return. As with any investment
you are contemplating, read your prospectus
carefully ; 12-b I fees will be listed there as will
any other expenses or management fees.

Q. When should I consider a mutua/fund as
an investment vehicle?
A. Mutu al funds can be used for any type of
investment- for yourself as an individual , for
an IRA or other retirement plan, for a custodial
account for a minor, etc. In most cases, when
an investor is contemplating placing less than
$100,000 in the market, I recommend that he
or she consider a mutual fund rather than
individual shares of stock or individual bonds.
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A mutual fund provides a way for the smaller
investor to participate in the market and
through professional management to take
advantage of a degree of diversification that
would not otherwise be available to him or her.

Q. What do mutua/funds in vest in ?
A. Mutual funds can , depending on the
investment philosophy and goals of fund
management, invest shareholder money in
solely stocks, solely bonds, or some mixture
(hybrid) of the two. These equity and debt
instruments can be issues of American or foreign corporations, U.S. Government Bills,
Bonds or Notes or municipal bonds.

Q. Ho w do I evaluate the pe1jormance of a
mutua/fund before in vesting my money?
A. First of all, you should always request a
prospectus from any fund before placing your
money; this will allow you not only to be
informed about any loads or other fees but also
will give you the opportunity to compare the

"Remember to look closely at
the risk level of the fund;
lower quality stocks, bonds
rated less than AA or long-term
debt instruments are subject to
greater market risk."
track record of the fund over the past five to ten
years. Short-term results are not enough since
you need to know how the fund has weathered
both bull and bear markets, both inflationary
and deflationary trends in the economy.
I also consult Mutual Fund Values , a
sourcebook published by Morningstar (53
West Jackson Blvd. , Chicago, IL 60604),
which tracks the mutual funds currently available, capsulates their investment philosophies
and portfolio allocation strategies, gives them

a risk rating, and compares their returns to date
with other funds of the same type and with the
performance of the S&P 500. The latter is a
good yardstick to judge the projected longterm performance of the fund you select.
Remember, also, to look closely at the risk
level of the fund ; lower quality stocks, bonds
rated less than AA or long-term debt instruments are subject to greater market risk. Although you may enjoy higher returns from
such vehicles, you are also exposing yourself
•
to the potential for greater losses.

Jay Goldinger is an investment counselor with
Capital Insight in Beverly Hills , California,
specializing in bonds , money market instruments, and U.S . and international investments. He also pens the weekly Moneywatch
column in the Las Vegas Review Journal.
Write to Jay with your questions at P.O. Box
4092 , Beverly Hills , CA 90213-4092.1nclude
your address and phone number. You will
receive a personal reply and a published response in an upcoming edition of Nevada
Business Journal.

"/ SHOULDA BOUGHT
A GOOD CENTS HOM£"
You'll feel the difference month after month. Your
Good Cents home will be cooler in the summer
and warmer in the winter. And, the energy-saving
improvements can increase the value of your home.
Discover how easy it is to add the comfort value
and savings Good Cents brings - call us today!

619·4242
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Giving
Direction
to Southern
~evada~s

~ews
by Kathleen Foley
Bob Stoldal , news director of
KLAS-TV in Las Vegas, is that
rarest of individuals: a truly happy
an. "I probably have the best news
director's job in the country," he
says. "Las Vegas is full of energy
md it' s a good news town. Conven- ns bring in famous speakers from
over the world. The federal pres- e here brings stories about nuear testing and the waste dump,
'elli Air Force Base and Stealth
es. The Strip provides enter~ent news. Even the tremengrowth of Southern Nevada is
exciting story in itself''
Stoldal is deeply committed to the commu:wherehe has lived formostofhis47 years.
fi rst job after graduating from Las Vegas
::.. gh School was at Mt. Charleston as an
erage bartender and part-time janitor. He
=edits his first boss with teaching him a valu~ e lesson about the business world: the dif= ce between a "Rum & Coke" and a " Cuba
=·: "If the customer asked for a Cuba
I was told to charge him a dollar more,"
ughs. At his next position, as a gas station
ant, an employee from the nearby Re-Journal newspaper told him of an open: in their back room sweeping lead filings
- -· floor of the printing department. T his
~ ha e been an inauspicious introduction to
orld of journalism, but it lead him in a
'2~1abo ut way to the position he now holds.
.~ · e working at the newspaper, he acaj ob at KLAS radio as a disc jockey on
~veyard shift once a week. Within two
e was made news director of the sta. involved being a disc jockey on the
--card shi ft and a news reporter during the
-- Ida! reports he also put his janitorial

KLAS-TV Ne ws Director Bob Stoldal
experience to work by sweeping up the station.
In 1968, he started at KLAS-TV as a reporter, and within a year was anchoring the II
p.p1. newscast. During this period, Howard
Hughes purchased the station, and often
watched the late news. Stoldal recalls receiving occasional phone calls from one of Hughes'
aides stating that the billionaire wanted additional information about a story he had seen on
the news. Stoldal would dictate the details into
a tape recorder and a security guard would pick
it up in the middle of the night. Hughes never
pressured the television station to run or change
a story, according to Stoldal. Rather, he believes that Hughes depended on the station
(and on Stoldal) to provide him with unfiltered
information about the world outside the hotel
suite where he had exiled himself.
In the early '70s, Stoldal was made news
director at KLAS , but transferred to the less
demanding job of community affairs director
to enroll in evening classes at U LV prior to
entering law schooL The lure of journalism
proved too strong, however, and he became
editor of the student newspaper. In 1976, KLAS
urged Stoldal to resume his post as news direc-

tor of the television station, a position he has held ever since. Stoldal
never did acquire his degree, one of
the few regrets in his life.
Due to his interest in the history
of Southern Nevada, Stoldal was
appointed by then-Governor Richard Bryan to the board of trustees for
the Nevada State Museum Historical Society. He also serves on the
board of directors for Discovery, the
Children's Museum now under
construction in downtown Las Vegas. He is working on a book about
Las Vegas from its earliest days to
the construction of Hoover Dam.
The news director is determined to
set the record straight, even if the
news is several decades old; his book
is aimed at debunking the two most
common myths about the origin of
Las Vegas: that it was founded by
Bugsy Siegel, or that it sprouted up
overnight as a result of the Hoover
Dam project. An avid postcard collector, Stoldal is working on another
book which he describes as "a history of Las Vegas in postcards. "
StoldaJ is also c.oncerned with the future of
his hometown, and serves on the board of
directors of the Better Business Bureau. His
involvement with business leaders has made
him optimistic about the future of Southern
Nevada, despite the pressures and problems of
its tremendous growth rate.
"We have a good infrastructure here," he
says. " People are worrying about how to balance growth with the quality of life. At Better
Business Bureau meetings, you might expect
to hear businessmen concerned only about
promoting growth without considering the consequences, but the opposite is true. I hear this
debate going on all the time at Bureau meetings. And despite criticism both in and out of
the media, I think we have one of the best
school districts in the country."
Stoldal's concern for education may arise
partially from the fact that he is the father of
two pre-schoolers, Adam and Matthew. He
also has a son, Tony, from a previous marriage. " I love being Daddy," he says. "I enjoy
coming to work because I love what I do, and
then I enjoy going home and spending time
with my family. I guess I'm a lucky guy." •
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JMA names new
associate partners
Thomas J. Schoeman,
president of JMA Architects and
Engineers, recentl y announced
that Rex Evans and James Stroh
have been named associate partners at the Las Vegas-based firm.
Evans , who holds a bachelor of
architecture degree from Arizona
State University, is JMA 's
production department manager
and manager of quality control.
Before joining JMA, Evans

I

I

I

I
)
I

I

I

>I

)
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Weidauer named
project controller at
Transcontinental
Robert J. Weidauer has joined
Transcontinental Properties as
project controller. In addition to
general fina ncial management,
his financial responsibilities wi ll
include the company 's $3.5
billion destination resort
community, Lake Las Vegas,
located in Henderson.
Weidauer has 13 years
experience as a certified public
accountant and financial
consultant. Most recently, he
served as president and controller
of a Utah-based wholesale food
distributor.
Transcontinental Properties,
Inc. is a Scottsdale-based
in vestor/d~ve loper primarily
engaged in land development.
Currently, Transcontinental
Properties, Inc. and its affiliates
have properties in various stages
of development in Arizona,
Hawaii , Indiana, Illinois, Nevada
and Puerto Rico.

I

Rex Evans
owned his own architectural firm
in Salt Lake City. He is a member
of the local chapter of the
American Institute of Architects .
Stroh, a project architect with
JMA , holds a bachelor of
arch itecture degree from Virginia
Tech University. He is secretary
for the local chapter of the American Institute of Architecture.

I
I

James Stroh
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Gary Ronnow was elected vice
president of the Northern Nevada
Division of Southwest Gas
Corporation, according to John L.
Mayo, executive vice president of
operations. The announcement
carne following the regular
meeting of Southwest's board
of directors.
Formerly the manager of
customer relations for the
company's Southern Arizona
Division, based in Tucson,
Ronnow is now responsible for
all of the company 's operations in
the Northern evada Division.
He replaces Ron Hammett who
was named vice wesident of the
company 's Southern Arizona
Division in Tucson.

Dickinson named to
SBA National
Advisory Council

><
I

Ronnow named VP of
Northern Nevada
Southwest Gas

Robert C. Dickinson, Las Vegas civ ic leader and businessman,
has been appointed to the National Advisory Council of the U.S.
Small Business Administration.
The National Advisory Council
advises and counsels the SBA on
program and policy issues of
concern to the nation 's small
business community.
Publisher and co-owner with
his wife, Sheila, of Constru ction
Notebook , a contractor's/businessperson ' s newspaper,
Dickinson has lived in Las Vegas
since 1978 . He serves on the
board of directors of the Las
Vegas Chamber of Commerce
and is moderator of Business
A.M., a monthly program

Dain Bosworth adds
two staff members

Robert C. Dickinson
sponsored by the Chamber's
Business Council. Dickinson is
also a member of the Chamber's
Government Affairs Executive
Committee and a member of the
Las Vegas Prospectors as well as
!he founder and co-chairman
of the Nevada Nuclear Waste
Srudy Committee.
Recipient of the Small Business Administration 's Nevada
Small Business Media Advocate

Dain Bosworth Incorporated
recently made two additions to
their staff. Earl K. Kindstrom
has been named vice president/
investment officer and resident
manager of the company 's
Las Vegas branch.
Kindstrom previously was
employed at the Las Vegas
branch of Shearson Lehman
Hutton, Inc., where he started in
1980 as a financial consultant
and served as resident manager
from 1985 to 1989. Prior to that,
he was an account executive for
five years at Merrill Lynch. A
1969 graduate of the U.S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Md.,
Kindstrom has a degree in
engineering and also studied
naval management. As a U.S .
Navy pilot, he flew surveillance
missions from 1969 to 1975.
Beyond his management duties
at Dain Bosworth, Kindstrom
~«i<t inrlivirht~l ~ nrl

.A...v<>.rd in 10110 , Dicbnoon aloo

will

J"e{:eived the 1989 Free Enterprise
Award, an accolade presented
jointly by the Las Vegas
Chamber of Commerce, the Emlayer's Association of Southern
_·evada and the Breakfast
Exchange Club of Las Vegas.
In announcing the appointment, SBA Administrator Susan
Engeleiter said, "Dickinson will
be an important voice for small
• usinesses from the Southwestern
part of the nation. He will bring
an important perspective to our
national meetings. I look forward
to working with him and receiving his advice and counsel."
A graduate with honors of
Syracuse University, Dickinson is
fo rmer editor and regional
anager for McGraw-Hill Book
Company and is a former viceident and director of College
Publishing for Houghton-Mifflin
Publishers of Boston.

corporate clients with a wide
range of financial services including stocks, corporate and taxexempt bonds, options, mutual
funds , life insurance and retirement programs.
Newly appointed investment
officer/sales "manager for Dain
Bosworth' s Las Vegas branch,
Thomas R. Short, Jr. previously
was a financial consultant at the
Las Vegas branch of Shearson
Lehman Hutton, Inc. , where he
started in 1983 .
Dain Bosworth Incorporated, a
full-service investment banking
firm and member of the New
York Stock Exchange, is a
subsidiary of Inter-Regional
Financial Group.

St. Mary's Medical
Center appoints new
board member

Gary P. Jacobs

McGiadrey & Pullen
adds director of
business development
McGladrey & Pullen, one of
the nation 's largest accounting
and consulting firms, added Gary
P. Jacobs as the Las Vegas
director of business development.
Prior to joining McGladrey &
Pullen, Jacobs worked in the
business development department
of Valley Bank and Continental
National Bank. His new areas of
responsibility are to assist in the
development of referral sources,
generate new leads, and create an
awareness of McGladrey &
Pullen and its services in the Las
Vegas market area.
Jacobs received his two-year
degree in management from
Crowder Jr. College in Missouri
and his bachelor of science
degree from C.W. Post College in
New York with a major in
business administration and a
minor in marketing. He has lived
in Las Vegas since 1977.
McGladrey & Pullen offers a
wide range of financial/management services and industry
specializations from 70 offices
nationwide. The firm provides
international services through
Dunwoody Robson McGladrey &
Pullen, an affiliation of over 53
accounting and consulting firms
in 50 foreign countries.

Joe McKibben has been
appointed to Saint Mary's
Regional Medical Center board
of directors. A member of
Saint Mary's fmance committee
for the past five years, McKibben
retired from Sierra Pacific
Power Company in 1989 as
senior vice president and chief
financial officer after 35 years
of service. He is a member of
the Edison Electric Institute, the
Pacific Coast Electric Association and the Pacific Coast
Gas Association.
The IS-member board is the
medical center's governing body.
It establishes the major policies
and objectives that set the general
direction of the hospital. Other
specific responsibilities and
functions of the board of
directors include providing for
the financial stability of the
medical center, such as approving
capital and operating budgets,
safeguarding the medical center's
assets, maintaining a qualified
medical staff and assuring quality
patient care.

Newton receives
promotion at Sun
State Bank
Sun State Bartk President John
Dedolph announced the promotion of Linda Newton to assistant
vice president/financial officer
for the bank.
Newton has been with Sun
State Bartk since 1982. A
Nevada resident for the past
nine years, she has over 14
years of banking experience
both from her native Connecticut
and here in Nevada. •
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pany, the leading publisher of more than 70
specialized business publications covering
virtually every sector of the economy. Publications include: Building Design & Cons/ruction , Construction Equipmenl and Professional Builder.

Silver Canyon
infrastructure underway

Nevada
Briefs
Survey reveals top real
estate growth markets

While real estate has been depressed for the
last three years, the current housing market
seems to favor coastal regions, with surprising
growth developing in the interior regions of
the country, according to Cahners Economics .
"Across the nation, 16 metropolitan areas
showed growth of ten percent or more in home
building last year," said Cahners Chief Economist Kermit Baker. "That level of growth
should be considered a strong performance,
since for the U.S. as a whole, residential permits were down almost nine percent in 1989."
The top ten growth markets for 1989 based
on permit values for new homes were:
I
Fresno, CA
2
Portland, OR
Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA
3
4
Modesto, CA
Sacramento, CA
5
6 - Houston, TX
7 - Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA
* 8 - Las Vegas, NV
Milwaukee, WI
9
Seattle, WA
10
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
11
Cleveland, OH
12
13 - Miami,FL
14 - Orlando, FL
15 - New York, NY
16 - Ft. Worth, TX
Cahners Economics is the research and
forecasting arm of Cahners Publishing Com32
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The initial work has started on the first
phase of the offsite infrastructure of Cosmo
World of evada's multi-million-dollar Silver Canyon, a golf community and destination resort, in Henderson.
The I ,288-acre, master-planned development is located south of Lake Mead Drive,
between Maryland Parkway and Eastern, 600
feet above the Las Vegas Valley in the foothills of Black Mountain. The first phase, now
underway , involves the installation of an
8,000-foot re-use water line , which will carry
up to ten million gallons of re-use water per
day for developments in the area. Silver Canyon will require five million gallons per day.
Currently, Silver Canyon is one of the few
developments in Southern evada to incorporate re-use water for golf course irrigation.
This re-use water will be treated by the City of
Henderson. "We ' re very happy to be working
with a company such as Cosmo World of
Nevada that is as concerned about water conservation as we are," said Mark Calhoun ,
public works director for the City of Henderson . "Silver Canyon will make an excellent
addition to the Henderson community."
Construction of the re-use line began in
May. Construction of the reuse reservoir will
commences this month. The cost of the first
phase is estimated at $1 million. It will take approximately six months to complete.
The development of a temporary construction water pipeline from the R-17 reservoir to
the Silver Canyon community began in April.
This pipeline, carrying up to 800 gallons of
water per minute, will supply water necessary
for onsite grading while the permanent re-use
and potable water lines are constructed.
To complete the offsite Silver Canyon infrastructure, Cosmo World of evada will
utilize a fast -track method, consisting of more
than ten phases, because of the magnitude of
the project. This construction will take approximately one-and-a-half years and cost an
estimated $30 million.
"Since we first began planning Silver Canyon, we have coordinated our efforts with the
City of Henderson, utility officials and other
developers in the area," said Yasushi ara,

project manager for Kajima Engineering &
Construction, Inc., the construction management company for Silver Canyon. " In this
way, we've been able to plan for their needs, as
well as ours. "
The Silver Canyon master plan includes:
approximately 2 ,500 homes, an 800-room
luxury gaming resort, 45 golf holes (27 designed by Jack icklaus and 18 by ReesJones,
two world-renowned golf course designers), a
Jack icklaus Golf Academy, and an Association of Tennis Professionals facility (with ten
to 16 courts and a 2,000-seat stadium).

Substantial increases
in new jobs statewide
State Employment Security Dept. Director
Stan Jones said evada 's economy continued
to gain strength during March, adding 6,300
new jobs during the month and 47, I 00 over the
past year for a growth rate of 8.4 percent,
substantially higher than any other state.
"Recently announced increases in gaming
reven ue and taxable sales show that evada's
economy has not yet reached a plateau," Jones
said. "Projected job growth, particularly in the
Southern Nevada construction industry, indicates there wi ll be no leveling off in the near
future," he stated.
Jones said evada 's seasonally-adjusted
unemployment rate for March rose slightly to
4.6 percent compared to 4.4 in February and
5.1 a year ago. This is well below the national
jobless rate of 5.2 percent. Las Vegas had a
March jobless rate of 4.5 percent compared to
4.2 in February and 5.3 in March 1989, while
Reno' s unemployment rate was 4.6 percent in
March, identical to the previous month and the
same rate as a year earlier. In evada' s balance-of-state, Eureka County had the lowest
jobless rate at 2.1 percent while Storey County
was high at 6.7 percent.
Statewide employment reached 609,200
jobs in March compared with 602 ,900 in
February and 562, I00 last year. The Las
Vegas job count was up 4,000 from February
and 37,900 more than March 1989, for a percent gain of 11.6. Reno's jobs were up I , I 00
from February and 6,300 from a year ago for a
4.6 percent change.
Service industry employment in March
numbered 262 ,700, an increase of2,100 from
February and 21 ,000 from March 1989. Retail
and wholesale trade employed 124,200, up
from 1,200 from February and 9,200 more
than a year earlier. Government jobs were up
600 over the month and 3,900 over the year.
ext in size was the construction industry,

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Catering

with 48,400 jobs in March, up I ,300 from
February and 6,900 more than a year ago.
Transportation-public utilities provided
31 ,400 jobs in March, 300 more than February
and I ,600 more than 12 months earlier. Finance, insurance and real estate employed
26,500 in March, an increase of I ,500 over
1989. Manufacturing jobs were up 400 over
the month and 900 over the year. Mining accounted for 14,600 jobs in March, which is a
2, 100-job increase over last year.

Small business
owners oppose
general business tax
Nevada's small-business owners strongly
oppose the creation of a general business tax
being considered for next year's legislative
session, according to a survey taken by the
ational Federation oflndependent Business/
evada (NFIB) , the largest small-business
organization in the state.
The survey ofNFIB/Nevada's 2,600-members revealed that 86 percent oppose the introduction of a broad-based business tax. Eight
percent are in favor and six percent undecided.
Although Nevada does not have a general
business tax, an interim committee studying
taxation is considering recommending one
next year. The existing business tax structure
places a tax on specific industries, such as
gami ng, mining and insurance.
Fred Hillerby, state director of NFIB/Nevada, says an extension of the tax base would
be an unfair burden on small businesses. "Of
the approximately 28 ,000 businesses in Nevada, 73.4 percent have nine or fewer employees," Hillerby said. "The onus of paying for a
new tax would fall upon the sector of the
economy that can afford it the least. "
Hillerby added that a general business tax
would deter businesses from locating in the
state and limit the ability of local manufacturers to compete with foreign firms. "The bottom line is consumers would have to pay
higher prices and the economy would suffer."
The survey, part of The 1990 State Ballot,
an annual survey ofNFIB/Nevada's members
on major small-business issues, found that
business owners also oppose property tax increases and extending the state sales and use
tax. Seventy-two percent of the respondents
indicated opposition to a property tax increase
tha t would exempt owner-occupied, singlefam ily residences.
" evada is growing and the property tax
base is expanding," Hillerby said. "We simply
don't need an increase."
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For today' s successful medical professional, the demands are exacting. To provide the best patient
care possible, he or she must offer the latest in technology while maintaining comfort, accessibility,
convenience and aesthetics. Nobody understands this better than the experts at WestPark Plaza.
We know the costs of.initiating or relocating a medical practice can be prohibitive. With over 1S years
experience building and designing medical suites, our staff is well-versed on the unique requirements
of the medical industry. Arid because our tenant improvements are performed in-house - .from con·
cept to completion - we can help you tailor your offices to suit your. needs, as well as your budget.
'

To underscore our commitment 1o serving the medical profession, our prime locations are strategically
situated to serve the proliferating Las Vegas Valley while still only minutes from major hospitals.
For lease or purchase option information, call 731·900 7.

WLSTCf)ftRK Dlftlft
~~rour prescription

for success"

Asked whether the state should extend the
sales and use tax, '82 percent of small-business
owners were opposed to extending the tax to
personal services, 80 percent to professional
services, and 80 percent opposed a sales tax in
conjunction with the sale of a product.
" Increasing taxes on business , either
through extending the sales tax, increasing
property taxes or enacting a general business
tax, would not only harm small business, but
consumers would pay more for products and
services," Hillerby said. "It would also harm
Nevada's efforts to recruit new and diversified
business enterprises. Lower income people
would suffer as well. A sales tax for professional services such as legal services, for example, would limit access to those services."
NFIB, with more than 570,000 members
and offices in the U.S., is the largest smallbusiness advocacy organization in the nation.

PriMerit Bank real estate
seminar a success
The PriMerit Group of PriMerit Bank conducted a seminar last month at the Las Vegas
Board of Realtors on government and conventional finance plus law and ethics, which was
offered free to real estate professionals. More
than 500 people responded. Because only half
of the applicants could be accommodated due
to space considerations, the PriMerit Group
will hold another seminar on June 20.
"We were bombarded with requests," said
PriMerit Group sales manager and organizer
Jesse Emmet. " It was difficult to tum people
away so we decided to host the same course
two months later." Unless there are cancellations, the June 20 session is already booked.
The course, which is taught by real estate
lending professionals and legal officers of
PriMerit Bank, is fully accredited and approved by the Nevada Real Estate Commission. Students earn seven accredited continuing education units and save a considerable
amount in course fees. PriMerit is one of few
institutions to offer such a community service.
"The seminar reflects PriMerit Bank 's
commitment to the real estate community,"
said Emmet. "The PriMerit Group put a lot of
work into the program, and we're delighted
with its success."
PriMerit Bank, Federal Savings Bank, is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Southwest Gas
Corporation . With more than $2.7 billion in
assets, PriMerit Bank has had 22 consecuti ve
'Jt-'!r."o 'if. 1mfltam!,;tl]. --r;:?tt. Tf·dt~tt:'h, ~mnrp ;r,
composed of the residential real estate lending
professionals of PriMerit Bank.

Henderson artist wins phone book contest
For the second consecutive year, a Henderson artist ' s entry will appear on the July cover
of nearly 600,000 Centel Phone Books.
Richard Daskas, a California art school
student, claimed the $1 ,000 first prize for an
untitled interpretation of this year's theme,
"The 1990s: A Time to Care." Daskas depicted a man and boy planting a seedling that
will grow with their care.
Winners recently were announced at
Nathan Adelson Hospice in Las Vegas . The
hospice is this year's recipient of $2,000 in
entry fees and donations from Centel and
Donnelley Directory , the new publisher of the
phone book.
Second place winner of $750 was Vince
Fodera of Las Vegas for his acrylic, Caring
Mo ves Mountains , in which two boys lend
7tt!rpnf5 7andr, . --r;:?ir.-t opac~<t. wtt S.~ '>l't."?t, •cv
Michael Eicher of Las Vegas for a mixed
media entry, In volved, which depicted a bulle-

tin board with notes on ways to get involved in
the community during the year.
Honorable mentions went to Las Vegans
RobertS. Partch for Living , Sharing, Working , Caring, an acrylic/colored pencil entry,
and to Richard S. Grange for a watercolor,
Learning to Care.
Photographs of the top entries and artists
will appear on the back cover of the July
Centel Phone Book. Complete details of the
contest will be in the information pages at the
front of the book.
Clark County Commissioner Thalia Dondero, also a hospice board member, unveiled
the winners and presented checks with James
J. Kropid, Centel-Nevada/Texas vice president. Kropid and Len Fabrizio of Chicago, a
Donnelley Directory vice president, presented
""'7R.."'Jh~•tvl0t:a~j ':?.Cn-;,-m~,~. . . .~~tt~lvt..Urn......~cv;. ~

the hospice, which provides care to terminally
ill patients.
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Venada.Aviation cuts
ribbon at new
warehouse facility
Officials at Venada Aviation, Inc., an international aircraft leasing and aircraft parts resale business, joined local business leaders
recently to cut the ribbon on their new 30,000square-foot warehouse and office center.
The firm, part of a European-based consortium called Salenia Exxtor Corporation, buys
planes and their spare parts from airlines, then
leases or sells the planes to other airlines and
sells-the spare parts.
The Las Vegas warehouse will hold 60,000
different line items - everything from jet
engines to nuts and bolts- and provide service to airlines throughout the United States,
South America and Asia.
"We're excited and pleased to be growing
along with Las Vegas," said Venada President
Tommy Malone. "Back in 1986 we started
operations in Las Vegas because of its excellent business climate. And that climate has
encouraged us to build our new facility and
expand our business."
Malone joined Anders Folkedahl, Venada
chairman, to cut the ribbon to officially open
the facility, located in Hughes Aviation Center
south of McCarran International Airport.
Venada's move to Las Vegas was encouraged by the Nevada Development Authority.

Sierra Health Services
posts profitable first
quarter results
Sierra Health Services, Inc. (AMEX: SIE)
reported that net income for the first quarter
ended March 31 , 1990 was $1.121 million, or
$.19 per share, compared to $799,000, or $.14
per share, for the same period last year, an
increase of 40.3 percent.
Total operating revenues for the first quarter of 1990 were $39,069,000 compared to
$32,563 ,000 for the first three months of 1989,
an increase of 20 percent.
Membership as of March 31 , 1990 was
108,653 compared to 104,648 at the end of the
frrst quarter of 1989, a 3.8 percent increase.
Anthony M. Marlon, M.D. , chairman,
president and chief executive officer of the
company said he is pleased by Sierra's results.
"This marks the fifth consecutive profitable
quarter for the company, and we look forward
to a continued strong performance throughout
1990," he said.
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FIB reports record net
income for first quarter
Donald D. Snyder, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of First Interstate
Bank of Nevada, announced record net income of $13.024 million for the first quarter.
Return on assets and return on equity for
First Interstate, both key measures of performance within the banking industry, were 1.45
percent and 21 percent on an annualized basis,
respectively. Assets for the bank at the end of
the first quarter totaled $3 .9 billion and deposits totaled over $3.126 billion.
"These positive figures reflect First Interstate Bank of Nevada's success in leveraging
the strength of Nevada's economy," said Snyder. "Our dual strategies of providing quality
customer service while expanding our ATM
and branch networks provide the strength
behind our record performance levels."

Coaches and athletes
trained in drug
prevention techniques
Saint Mary's adolescent chemical dependency staff has trained approximately I ,500
Washoe County high school coaches, athletic
directors and athletes on the effects of performance drugs, as well as alcohol and drugs
in general. "It is evident that the coaches ' and
athletes ' enthusiasm for this project has grown
in the last year," says Marilynn Taylor, BSN,
program director of chemical dependency
services at Saint Mary 's. "As we move into our
third year of this grant, we will work with team
captains to expand their prevention and intervention role. One major theme will continue to
be steroid use prevention," Taylor says .

Ballot language drafted
for corporate tax initiative
Following extensive public testimony, the
secretary of state's office has completed the
final draft of ballot language for Question Six,
the teachers' corporate profit tax initiative.
The Legislative Commission, which prepares ballot questions except for those proposed by initiative or referendum, held a public hearing in March.
"We took into consideration all suggestions, including those from the education and
business communities, prior to completing the
ballot language," said Deputy for Elections
Rob Elliott. "It was difficult, but we feel the

language is fair to all and easily understood."
Question Six will be on the general election
ballot because the 1988 initiative petition to
create a tax on corporate net profits was not
acted on by the 1989 Legislature.
"As a result, this proposal will be decided by
the voters on November 6 of this year," said
Secretary of State Frankie Sue Del Papa. "The
initiative is sponsored by the Nevada Education Association and would impose a tax on
corporate profits which would be used for
educational purposes."
Supporters of the tax say Nevada needs the
increased state revenue to improve the quality
of education, as well as to keep pace with a
rapidly growing student population. Those
against the tax say the proposed tax could have
a detrimental effect on efforts to diversify and
expand our state' s economy by creating one of
the highest corporate taxes in the nation.
Del Papa noted that a booklet prepared by
her office containing all the ballot questions,
along with arguments for and against passage
and fiscal notes, will be availa~le to the general public prior to the November elections.

Brokerage recommends
Southwest Gas
The highly regarded brokerage firm , Crowell, Weedon & Co., has begun coverage of
Southwest Gas Corporation' s financial activities, recommending the company 's stock to
some 150 brokers.
The Los Angeles-based brokerage firm
noted that, "Southwest Gas operates the nation's eighth largest natural gas utility, and
also owns one of the Southwest's leading
financial services institutions. " Authored by
the firm's director of research, Donna M.
Hostetler, the letter expressed the belief that
Southwest's common stock dividend is secure
and that the common stock is "suitable for
income-oriented investors."
Southwest's financial services subsidiary,
PriMerit Bank, also received accolades from
the firm . " PriMerit Bank, with 24 branches in
Nevada and five in Arizona, meets each of the
three new (federal) regulatory capital requirements, and management expects it will continue to do so," the letter said. "PriMerit' s asset
quality has exceeded industry norms for many
years due to stringent underwriting standards
and a business strategy."
The corporation achieved record earnings
of $2.15 per share in 1989, had a price/earnings ratio of eight, paid an annual dividend of
$1.40 per share, and showed a return of aver•
age equity of 12.7 percent.

PART OF ATTRACTING THE BRIGHTEST A D BEST EMPLOYEES IS OFFERING
THEM A AFFORDABLE, COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PLAN LIKE HEALTH PLAN OF
NEVADA .
NEVADA' S LARGEST AND OLDEST HMO, HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA, DOESN'T
REQUIRE DEDUCTIBLES OR CLAIM FORMS . PLA N MEMBERS PAY A VERY LOW FEE
TO VISIT A Y OF MORE THA
WITH THE PRESCRIPTIO

200 LOCAL PARTICIPATING

PROVIDERS.

PLA , MEMBERS HAVE LOW OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS

FOR PRESCRIBED MEDICATION . A D MEDICAL EMERGENCIES ARE ALWAYS
COVERED, NO MATTER WHERE YOUR EMPLOYEE HAPPENS TO BE.
FOR MORE I FORMATION ON HOW YOU CA OFFER YOUR EMPLOYEES THE
COST-EFFECTIVE MEDICAL COVERAGE THAT KEEPS THEM HEALTHY, CONTACT A
HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA REPRESENTATIVE AT 646-8350.
WE ' LL HELP YOU KEEP YOUR HARD-WORKING EMPLOYEES WORKING HARD
FOR YO U.

HEALTH PLAN
OF NEVADA
A member of Sierra Health Services
All the benefits of good health.

IJusiness indicators & anaiY.,sis
evada's economy shows no signs of
weakness. All parts of the state report
favorable (if not very favorable) conditions. Seasonally adjusted unemployment
rates for both Las Vegas (4.1 percent)
and Reno (4.7 percent) stand below both
the current national rate (5 .3 percent as of February, I 990)
and the rates of a year ago (5.2 percent for Las Vegas and
5.0 percent for Reno). The current strong demand for labor services in Las Vegas has created some job shortages
and pushed wages up across a broad range of jobs.
Retail activity (measured by sales tax collections) points
clearly to the upsurge in the state 's economy. evada sales
tax collections for January, I 990 exceed the collections of
January, I 989by a significant 18.7 percent. The Las Vegas
Metro Area (Clark County) provided the bulk of the
increase with a vigorous 24.3 percent increase. Collections
in Reno matched the national change for the same comparison (5.3 percent).
The relatively stronger growth of the Las Vegas economy in comparison to Reno shows more clearly in the
February gross gaming revenue collections. Clark County
(Las Vegas Metro Area) collections for February, I 990
exceed February, I 989 by a robust 24.3 percent. Washoe
County (Reno Metropolitan Area) grew but a modest 3. I
percent over the same period. The recent extensive expansion of gaming capacity in Las Vegas has been matched
with increased business activity during February . Nevertheless, these month-to-month shifts vary measurably and
tend to overshadow fundamental trends. For example,
November's gaming figures suggested a short pause in
gaming for Las Vegas and a growth spurt for Reno. These
movements become less modulated with quarterly and
annual figures . Indeed, we see movements back to fundamental trends. All current evidence points to continued
growth in gaming (the state's bell-weather industry).
Construction activity outlook for Las Vegas and Reno
remains expansionary. Permitting activity, the first stag,e
in construction, remains at levels above previously e
ported figures. Growth rates for national housing starts and
national construction activity remain slow, while N vada's
urban areas continue to grow at vigorous rates. Report
rates of a year ago show changes for the Las Y, gas area in
excess of 20 percent. Strong constructio ctivity (with
more pronounced multiplying effects on the economy)
bodes well for current and near-term economic outlooks.
While business indicators for Nevada remain optimistic and in full blush, figures and assgciated national busiuc~::, u tw~

pu"tnt::, tu inc.:£t(l:)]ng o nc..crTtfur
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NEVADA GROSS GAMING REVENUE
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and a

slowing rate of U.S. growth. 0nly further travel down the
road of our nation ' s long ex ansion will provide the necessary evidence to pinpoin shifting and changing conditions sufficient to tum the direction and thrust of the
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1989

1986

1987

1988

DATE

UNITS

LATEST PERIOD

PREVIOUS PERIOD

YEAR AGO

CHNG YR AGO

4.40
4.10
4.70
5.30

4.40
4.30
4.40
5 .30

5 .20
5 .20
5.00
5.10

-15.38%
-21 .15%
-6.00%
3.92%

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada
Las Vegas
Reno
U.S.

Feb .
Feb.
Feb .
Feb .

1990
1990
1990
1990

seasonally
seasonally
seasonally
seasonally

adj.
adj.
adj.
adj .

Jan . 1990
Jan. 1990
Jan . 1990
Feb . 1990

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand
$m ill ion

1,071,145
647,826
186,275
148,737

1,41 8 ,585
82,2 ,686
280,479
150,012

902 ,231
526,338
176,989
141 ,284

18.72%
23 .08%
5.25%
5 .28%

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand

394,393
313 ,091
49, 107

438,086
342 ,700
53 ,891

333,427
251 ,951
47,621

18.28%
24.27%
3 . 12%

RETAIL ACTIVITY
Nevada Taxable Sales
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Sales

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

Feb. 1990
Feb. 1990
Feb. 1990

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Las Vegas Area
New Residences
New Commercial Perm its
Reno Area
New Residences
New Commercial Permits
U.S.
Housing Starts
Total Construction

1st qtr 1990
1st qtr 1990

#permits
#permi ts

3, 165
234

2,994
167

2,602
182

21 .64%
28 .57%

3rd qtr 1989
3rd qtr 1989

#permits
#permits

541
88

467
87

507
44

6.71 %
100.00%

Feb. 1990
Jan. 1990

thousand
$billion

1,477
424.00

1,588
416.60

1,454
423.00

1.58%
0 .24%

4th qtr 1989
4th qtr 1989
4th qtr 1989

$
$ pe r sq . ft.
%

114,318
54 .27
9 .47

95 ,500
59 .91
9.68

3rd qtr 1989
3rd qtr 1989
3rd qtr 19.89
Feb . 1990

$
$ per sq . ft.
%
thousand

154,201
86 .44
9.60
607

139,462
78 .61
10.34
589

104,563
66.98
10.60
623

47.47%
29 .05%
-9 .43 %
-2 .57%

1st qtr 1990
1st qtr 1990
Feb . 1990

passengers
passengers
thousand ga l.

4,453 ,398
847,814
46,713

4,220,563
751 , 195
50, 144

4 ,081 ,529
819,035
44 ,801

9.11 %
3.51 %
4.27%

people
people
people

1' 198,400
733 , 180
251 , 130

1' 124,650
681,440
244,490

6 .56%
7.59%
2.72%

121.60
786.70
11 .50
8.83
5,017 .30

5 .20%
1.84%
-13 .04%
-10.87%
6 .38%

HOUSING SALES
Las Vegas Area
Average Sales Price Il l
Average Cost/ Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
Washoe County
Average Sales Price I' I
Average Cost/ Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
U.S. Home Sales

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers fJJ
"McCarron Airport, LV"
"Cannon Airport, Reno"
State Taxable Gasoli ne Sales

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

July 1, 1989
July 1, 1989
July 1, 1989

NATIONAL ECONOMY
Consumer Price Index 1•1
Money Supply- M 1
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-Bill
Gross National Product

Feb. 1990
Feb. 1990
Mar. 1990
Mar. 1990
4th qtr 1989

1982-84; 100
$bi llion
%
%
$billion

128.00
801.20
10.00
7 .87
5,337.60

127.40
794.70
10.00
7.76
"5,281.00

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA; (3) enplaned/ deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
SOURCES: Nevada Dept. of Toxo~on; Nevodo Employment Security Dept.; UNLV, Center for Business ond Economic Research; UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research;
US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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Get the most for
Your dollar. ..

12
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• SPECIAL CORPORATE RATEs
Cadillacs:

$39.95
Intermediates: $34.95

Unlimited Mileage
Unlimited Mileage

SPECIALTY VEHICLEs

Mini Vans, 4x4's & Convertibles

DIRECT BILUNG

"'""Don.,
offcffi' '"""'' pl•n """' Dollon:~>a,..,.
a DollarCharge customer, you'll receive individualized

ven paying for the cars your company rents is simple

ing statements for each employee who receives a
sonalized DollarCharge card.

1990 CADIL LAc DE VILL E

C"'>~ca fcatu,.. abo... "

" We feature fine GM vehicles Uke the

1990 Cadillac DeV!U, and Che_,

Can lor teservatJons today!
Mceannn fnt7. AUpo,.

Reno Cannon Intz Akpon

Lake 7ahoe

739-8408

Dot~

